IV. Any phrase-equation whose members have like initial letters is interderivable with a phrase-equation whose members are free of parentheses and have like initial letters.
From the definition of the "terms" of a phrase, it is clear that if a phrase is free of parentheses all its terms are letters. Hence, by II, any phrase-equation E whose members are free of parentheses is interderivable with any phrase-equation resulting from permutation of non-initial letters within members of E. Therefore any phrase-equation whose members are free of parentheses and have like initial letters is interderivable with an equation of canonical form. It then follows, by III and IV, that every phrase-equation is reducible to canonical form.
In view of § §3-4, this concludes the proof that upon elimination of abbreviations all homogeneous linear identities with rational coefficients are generable by (R) and (R') from (A) and (B).
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A CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTY OF SURFACES OF NEGATIVE CURVATUREf
BY E. F. BECKENBACH 1. Introduction. Let there be given a piece of surface S in a representation (1) S: x = x(u i v), y = y(u, v), z = z(u, v) 
with the following properties.
(a) x (u, v) t y(u, v), z(u, v) have continuous partial derivatives of the third order.
(b) The representation is isothermic; that is to say, E = G, F = 0, where
the subscripts denoting differentiation.
We put E = G=\ (u, v) . Then X(w, v) ^0, and the representation is conformai except at points where \(u, v) =0. The cus-tomary assumption of differential geometry, that X(#, v)>0, is dropped because that assumption seems irrelevant to the present results.
Let VO', r) ; and let the area and length of boundary of the image on 5 of (u 0l v 0 ; r) be denoted respectively by a (uo, v 0 ; r) and l(u 0 , v 0 ; r). On the above assumptions, the theorems expressed by the following formulas were proved first if S lies on a plane,f then if 5 is a minimal surface,$ and finally if S is a surface of non-positive Gaussian curvature i£: §
Here it will be noted that X(^o, Vo) and [X(wo, Vo)] 1/2 are respectively the area magnification ratio and the length magnification ratio at (u 0 , Vo)-Any representation of a (u, v) -domain D on S will be called a typical map provided conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied for that representation.
It is our purpose to demonstrate the extent to which these formulas (2) and (3) are characteristic of surfaces of negative Gaussian curvature K, namely, we shall show that (see §3) there exist typical maps of (#, v) -domains D on surfaces of positive curvature for which the above inequalities are satisfied for all (#o, VQ', r) in D; but that (see §6) if either of these inequalities holds for all typical maps of («, v) -domains D on S and for all (wo, floî r) in D, then KSO on 5.|| The above will follow immediately from the simple lemma (see § §4, 5) : A necessary and sufficient condition that the Gaussian curvature K of a surface S, which admits of typical representations, be rg 0 wherever K is defined on S, is that for all typical maps of (u, v) Society, vol. 35 (1933), pp. 662-674. || That is, K^O wherever K is defined on 5, namely at all points for which x(»,tO>o.
Lemma. Let 5 be a surface given in a representation
S: x -x(u, v), y = y(u, v), z = z(u, v) , (u, v) in some domain D (not necessarily simply-connected), the coordinate functions having continuous first partial derivatives satisfying E = G=\ (u, v) (A.l) and (B.l) follow from the fact that a function which is convex out to -co } and is bounded, necessarily is non-decreasing. (A.2) and (B.2) are immediate corollaries of (A.l) and (B.l), respectively.
If in the above we replace the word "subharmonic" by "superharmonic," the lemma still holds, with "convex" replaced by "concave." And the four corollaries hold, with "non-decreasing" replaced by "non-increasing" and with the signs of inequality reversed.
3. Example. The equations {
give the familiar stereographic projection of the unit sphere (K=+l) with center (0, 0, 0) in the (x, y, s)-space on the (w, v)-plane, the u-and ?;-axes coinciding, respectively, with those of x and y.
As is well known, this representation is isothermic; indeed, computations yield Since a necessary and sufficient condition that a function g(#, z>) which admits of continuous second derivatives be subharmonic (superharmonic) is that Ag be ^ 0 ( S 0), t it follows that \ (u, v Thus, whether or not \(u, v) for a small piece S* of the spherical surface is subharmonic, and whether or not (2) or (3) holds on 5*, depend not solely on the nature of the surface but also, in this example, on the choice of typical parameters. PL,% and therefore [X(w, v)] 112 and \(u, v) are subharmonic.
THEOREM 1. If K^O wherever K is defined on a surface S which admits of typical representations, then for any typical representation of a (u, v)-domain on 5, the f unction X(w, v) is of class
For surfaces in typical representation, E = G=X(w, v), F = 0, the Gaussian curvature K is given, at points where K is defined, by the expression : § It is seen here that K^O is equivalent to A log X^O; consequently, X(w, v) is of class PL, and therefore, a fortiori, [k(u, v)] 112 and \ (u, v) [k(u, v) ] 112 is subharmonic. A similar direct discussion might be given for \ (u,v) .
It follows (see §2) that for any typical representation of a (u, z;)-domain Dona surface 5 for which KSO wherever K is defined on S, the inequalities (2) and (3) hold for all (UQ, VQ\ r) mD.
Conversely, (4) shows that if \{u, v) is of class PL for one typical representation on S, then K : § 0 wherever K is defined on S\ consequently, X(w, v) is of class PL, and therefore subharmonic, for all typical representations of (u, v) -domains on S.
The example of §3 shows, on the other hand, that \(u, v) being subharmonic for one typical representation on a surface 5 does not imply KSO on S. Nevertheless, we have the following result.
THEOREM 2. If for all typical representations of (u, v)-domains on the surface S given by (1), the area magnification ratio \{u, v) is a subharmonic function of u and v, then the Gaussian curvature K of Sis ^0 wherever K is defined on S.
With S given in the representation (1) by the analytic function
This mapping induces a typical representation of D on 5, for which the area magnification ratio is given by /*(«, 0) = xi + y* 2 + z 2 = X(«, v) | f (a + iff | 2 .
In (6) we substitute the particular function so that the quantity in brackets is ^0 for (u, v) in u 2 +v 2 <p 2 . In particular, at (u, v) = (0, 0), we have 0 = 0 and r m = 2p, so
